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Totally New Project I have a new project in the works....a new learning challenge. I am going to share a very special interview with

my friend, Pamela at Buncheer Seeds. I love to learn, especially about health, how to save money, home décor, how to style clothing,
etc. This will be a great opportunity to learn some new things and perhaps inspire others as well. So, get ready...I am going to share a
few bits of information with you about Pamela's line of plants, of which she has over 200, and share a little bit about the Buncheer

Seeds website. Here's the info: Greetings from Colorado! I come from a family of gardeners and have done extensive research in the
garden and horticulture. My husband and I worked together for a few years. We even had a garden business, and I was the gardening
expert. But, it is so hard to get so many different plants every year. We needed to find a better way. I am in the process of creating

Buncheer Seeds with the seeds that have crossed paths with nature along with the hardy plants that can handle different types of
weather and terrain. The challenge is to keep the plants well-balanced for the garden. Buncheer Seed is the new plant source for

gardeners. We will be offering seeds that are different, easy to grow, and have great garden results. I have done extensive research to
find what plants have crossed into other plants. When plants go their separate ways, the result is greater beauty. With Buncheer

Seed, you can expect the same success! A few things that Buncheer Seeds have to offer: 1) You can expect plants that will grow the
same year after year. 2) You can expect beautiful plants with many different flowers! 3) No one will ever guess that you took time to

care for your plants, because they look so natural! 4) They will be a joy to garden with. You can follow
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